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Appendices
A .......Logic of the G-E field.
B .......Construction of the solar planetary system: a plethora of problems.
C ......A Continuum Theory model for quasars.
D .......G-E field and the dynamical evolution of galaxies.

To take the reader 'in at the deep end' you should first read the 1-page Appendix A.
This outlines the basis for my new recognition of the gravity-electric (G-E) field as a close
associate of gravitation. This recognition represents the achievement of a hitherto unfulfilled
desire, first expressed by Michael Faraday in March 1849, but subsequently by many others, to
find a link between gravitation and the electromagnetic group of forces. Coincidentally, Faraday
named his envisaged link ‘gravelectricity’ [James Hamilton 2002 A life of discovery: Michael
Faraday, giant of the scientific revolution. New York, Random House. 465pp. See pp. 333-336].

Introductory summary.
For more than a century, under the banner of Relativity, physicists, while acknowledging the existence of
transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves conforming precisely in behaviour to Maxwell’s equations, have ignored or
failed to satisfy the need to provide a physical implementation of the elastic aether upon which those equations hang.
Yet the invoking of TEMwaves as perfect messengers between reference frames plays a central part in Relativity.
The physical implementation of Maxwell’s aether faces the apparently paradoxical requirement of providing elasticity
in shear - a property normally found exclusively in solids. CT is an ‘aether theory’ whose starting points are:- (a)
achieving a physical implementation of the aether specified by Maxwell’s equations, and (b) a rejection of Relativity’s
particle-aether dichotomy, particles in CT being ‘made’ out of aether, as Maxwell imagined. So the Universe
contains nothing else and the aether, as are the particles within it, is inherently in random motion. This motion results
in propagation effects upon TEMwaves, a possibility specifically excluded by Relativity’s use of them as perfect
messengers.
In Maxwell’s equations the velocity c of TEMwaves within the local aether is determined by its charge density,
which in CT is modified by gravitational action, so it is not an absolute, but is locally determined to a minor degree.
Construction of fundamental particles out of aether yields dramatic new insight upon how they are endowed with the
mass property and hence upon the mechanism of mutual gravitation. This insight endows CT with an essential and
major bearing upon the construction and evolutionary dynamics of planetary systems and galaxies and marks it out
distinctively from the trivial implications wrought by Relativity. This is to be seen as a vital aspect of the scientific
promotion of CT which, in the many other matters hitherto claimed to be the exclusive domain of Relativity, appears
to be indistinguishable in its properties. For this reason, such observations which purport to underpin acceptance of
GR, also support CT equally, so are, of themselves, not persuasive for a choice between them.
Outststanding among the CT results to be outlined here are the following.
The cosmic redshift is a
propagation effect upon TEMwaves, so the Universe is not expanding, and the appearance that it is accelerating is due
to the erroneous treatment of the redshift as a velocity, requiring it to be subject to application of the Relativistic
Doppler formula. This removes the need for ‘dark energy’; it abolishes the need for CDM to control expansion and
the need for it is finally made negligible by the new insight on gravitational dynamics in galaxies and stellar clusters.
This insight recognizes the presence, as a constant associate of gravitational force, of an electric field, the G-E field,
which dominates the evolution of spiral galaxies, the formation of planetary systems and is responsible for the
acceleration of cosmic rays, particularly from the surfaces of white dwarfs and neutron stars. Not only does this bring
gravitation within the electromagnetic family, but it does so for the Strong Nuclear Force also.
The cosmogonical property of making particles, and particle-antiparticle pairs in particular, out of aether, leads
to a continuous-creation cosmology in which the mass of the Universe is still increasing, so is susceptible to current
observation - far preferable to the hypothesis-ridden treatment of the BigBang. The cosmic microwave background
(CMB) is no longer an exclusive attribute of the BigBang but is to be seen as radiation that results from the
acceleration of electric charge associated with the random motion of the aether. Photons do not represent the right
kind of aether motion to generate mass, so they possess energy but not mass; their deflection by gravity fields is due to
the radial gradient of aether density associated with gravitation. Quantum mechanics only intrudes at the smallest of
scales; this is precisely where the random motion of an all-pervasive aether can combine with classical
electrodynamics to provide a substitute. Mass-bearing particles require finite space in which to exist, so black holes
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which compress mass without limit cannot exist. The relativistic mass increase with relative velocity is a fiction
arising from a failure to recognize a classical electrodynamics effect foreseen in 1889.
Overall, CT appears to offer much mathematical simplification and exciting illumination of many problems in
physics, but introduces new areas of great interest.

History.
Having been an enthusiastic radio circuit designer and constructor, under the original tutelage of a radio ham
friend, ever since the age of 12 (1937), I was firmly under the impression that transverse electromagnetic waves (TEM
waves hereinafter) are, as the Admiralty Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy, Vols I & II (HMSO, 1938), plainly put it,
propagated through and by ‘the aether'.
Public school education and my subsequent degree in Engineering Science at Oxford did nothing to disabuse
me of that view, Relativity not having the publicity in education that it has today.
Consequently, in the course of my first job (Vacuum Physics Division of Mullard Research Laboratories,
Salfords, Redhill), where (1950) I took a close interest in the design and construction, in the adjacent laboratory, of
the first(?) 4MeV linear accelerator for AWRE (Atomic Weapons Research Establishment) at Harwell, I realized that
the mode of acceleration involved an interaction between the EM field of the electrons and that of the
apparatus-rooted propagating TEMwave front. It was then that I heard of the slight adjustment in the spacing of the
cavities along the axis responsible for providing an increasing propagation rate for that wave which was desirable,
even at this low energy, to allow for 'the relativistic mass increase' of the particles. I was immediately struck by the
thought that the accelerating action of even a constant-mass particle would inevitably fall off in efficiency as the
terminal velocity (c) for the interaction between fields was approached, just like my pushing of my neighbour's car
when its engine begins to start. So I was immediately suspicious of the 'mass-increase' idea, but that, at the time, was
not my business.
To make more use of my engineering I subsequently switched to aircraft companies involved in development of
airborne weaponry. In 1958, while in charge of the design of an inertial platform-based astronavigation telescope
and sky-search system for high altitude airborne use, we encountered a problem with the daylight sky brightness
distribution, which was not as expected from Rayleigh scattering theory and became more marked the higher the flight
altitude. So I sat down with a mathematician colleague and we demonstrated that scattering by a particle-associated
randomly moving aether would do the job nicely.
It was only then that I discovered from my boss, a former 1st class physicist from Imperial, that Einstein had
thrown out the aether and indeed, as I subsequently have learnt, concluded his 1920 Leiden address with the statement
that, if there is an aether, 'the idea of motion may not be applied to it' (see The collected papers of Albert Einstein
<http://pup.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/cpe.html>). My boss, P.R.Wyke, who subsequently became Technical
Director of Hawker Siddeley, was so excited at this evident and practically important contradiction of Relativity that
in 1959 he got me board-level funding (in an aircraft manufacturer!) and librarian support to pursue this, and nothing
else, for 9 months, until the project demanded my return to the job. This really got me started. My resulting report, in
retrospect very superficial, entitled 'A medium theory of physical nature', was circulated to McCrae, Bondi, Hoyle and
Finlay-Freundlich, but with little effect save that Hoyle was encouraging that I should clothe it with more maths.
McCrae, indeed, sent it back unread.
Now convinced that I was really onto something, I wrote to Herbert Dingle (Prof at Imperial) in 1960 (but got
no reply) to point out that, if the relativistic mass increase were indeed real, then the effect of the terminal velocity for
the acceleration mechanism would perhaps double the effect and was there any sign of this. I was unaware that he
had lately done a volte face on GR by saying in the third(?) of his hitherto regular contributions on Relativity in
Encyclopaedia Britanica that the clock paradox (of which more later) is 'absurd' and was for the rest of his life under
intense ostracism from the establishment for such wayward behaviour. See his 1972 book Science at the crossroads.
In 1965, fed up with repeated weapon cancellations and the need to change companies each time with no
accumulated CV to present (secret work), I took a year off to invent and write up a form of plate tectonics - none then
existed. Motivation to do this came from having studied the planets for additional use in our astronavigation system.
This got me into Imperial's Geology Department, enabling me to switch careers into Earth and planetary science
which I have assiduously pursued ever since, but with continuing work on CT in the background. Imagine my
delight, therefore, when about 12 years ago these two apparently disparate lines of enquiry suddenly came together. I
began to realize that CT, with little hope of acceptance in the light of establishment adherence to GR, has important
things to say about forming our planetary system and, even more recently, those of other stars too. To this can now
be added its major implications on the dynamical evolution of galaxies. So here at last was a platform of my own
choosing for the 'launching' of CT; one upon which no fundamental and extra-Newtonian physical consideration, apart
from the second order titivations of GR, has ever been thought to have a major bearing. My involvment in the series
of PIRT conferences dates from this time.
To sum up, CT was not wittingly conceived as an attack upon Relativity but rather as the route which I, and any
other scientist concerned with rigorously interconnected and constrained phenomenology might have pursued 110
years ago, building upon the foundations so firmly laid by Newton, Faraday, William Thompson and Maxwell, among
others, had today's observational database been available. Its comparatively very barren actual state at that time
made it almost inevitable that a person like Einstein should respond to the pressures of Poincaré-Lorentz (et al) with
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mathematical flights of fancy, seen as rationalization, in which 'all the rest is detail', as he put it. On the contrary,
however, it will emerge as we proceed that actually ‘the devil is in the detail’. A notable example is that, having
grasped the E = mc2 relation (it wasn’t even his own invention but, according to Paul Marmet, had arisen some 20
years earlier - see <http://www.newtonphysics.on.ca/faq/gamma-mass-13.html>), he chose to make it universally
applicable in both directions, without saying how. By contrast we will show how it can be true, but that this limits its
applicability.
It appears that the event which really launched GR into the public consciousness, and therefore cast the die to a
lasting atmosphere of scientific acceptance, was that which surrounded the attempt to measure the GR-predicted solar
light deflection at the 1919 eclipse; not because that was achieved (which it was not until the Shapiro delay of pulsar
pulses did so more than 50 years later) but because Eddington, as RAS President, gathered the press to an RAS
meeting to 'announce a positive result' before the observations has been properly assessed.
A very remarkable, and thrilling, aspect of CT is that in certain cases (see below) its predictions are identical to
those of GR, even it seems to the extent of formal identity, though (astonishingly) for radically different reasons. So
in these cases the not infrequent publication of observations extolled as supporting GR are actually supporting CT to
the same extent. The problem is that such an equal choice is no basis for a persuasive conversion to CT instead of
GR. That is why the planetary system and galaxy morphological evolution aspects of CT, outlined here in Paras 5,
16, 26 and 28, but to be covered more fully elsewhere, are so uniquely important in that they bear fruitfully and in
major degree upon these fundamental problems to which GR, by its nature, can make little or no contribution.

Some of the CT results (use Appendix A as a starting point)
Group I. Mass, the nature of particles, nuclear forces, gravitation and the G-E field
1. Michelson-Morley. If fundamental particles are 'made out of aether' it follows that aether motion around and
in between them is mostly what the particles have endowed it with and it is not systematically independent. So the
Michelson-Morley result is, in principle, automatically satisfied. (but see Para 1a below)
1a. An irrotational aether? The ultrahigh charge density of the aether (Appendix A) probably gives it a
virtually irrotational property, because of being constrained by the ultrahigh magnetic field that would result from
rotatating its charge around any centre. This, through the probable relationship between the aether, gravitation
and inertia (see 14 below) offers a reason why the Foucault pendulum, gyroscopes and ring laser gyros all operate
in a ‘fixed stars’/sidereal directional reference frame. The first two use inertia but the last operates in TEMwave
propagation space, yet they have this common property. In GR, although rotation is not explicitly dealt with, all
reference frames are, by definition, relative, so an absolute directional one doesn’t fit in. Reanalysis, by various
people, of the MM results and of those more precisely obtained by Miller (1925-26), purporting to repeat the MM
result, have shown the persistent presence of a small propagation inequality consistent with being due to the
rotation of the Earth (0.47km/s at the equator), but which had been discarded as ‘error’ by those seeking to anchor
the MM basis of SR and GR. In fact it seems clear that radio waves which travel around the Earth do so in a
sidereal (broadly irrotational) reference frame, not one that rotates with the Earth. Failure to appreciate this has
led to the idea that the wave is propagated at different speeds in the two directions. The internationally accepted
(and experimentally proven) correction rate for transmitted time signals (± 207.4 ns for a complete equatorial
circuit of the Earth) is precisely that which is attributable to the longitudinal movement of the receiver point with
the Earth’s surface during the travel time of the wave. It has a positive or negative value according to the
direction of propagation, so it cannot be a relativistic correction, as popularly claimed, because Relativity only
produces second order effects, which are necessarily positive. Similarly, the Sagnac effect, which is the principle
on which the ring laser gyro operates, has been shown experimentally to be in proportion to the path length (i.e.
travel time) of the TEMwave around the circuit, not the area of it, as popularly reported in textbooks, although the
former reduces to the latter if you do not alter the shape of the circuit.
2. Relativistic mass-increase. Reasons for disbelieving the relativistic mass-increase were given in the
foregoing 'History' section, but it is worth adding that this velocity-limited interaction also applies in the other
direction, to the retardation of high velocity particles (e.g. cosmic rays), so they likewise seem to have increased
masses because they penetrate further into the retarding field structure. This realization meant that, instead of the
mass being a 'will o' the wisp' quantity depending on how fast I was going relative that particle, I could now regard the
mass of a particle as being a fixed quantity for that particle, regardless of what it, or I, am doing. It was this that
freed my thinking to contemplate the 'design' of particles to generate that mass. I was not aware until about eight
years ago that the famous classical electrodynamicist Oliver Heaviside (1889. On the electromagnetic effect due to the
motion of electrification through a dielectric. Phil. Mag. XXVII: 324-339) had demonstrated the expectation of just
such a weakening of the effect, though he generalized it by assuming a non-unity refractive index. There has been
some later work on this but I have not had the opportunity to consult these. It seems clear that when the effect was
first observed in accelerators, the discoverer (who was it? and when?) was over-eager to claim discovery of yet
another of Einstein's predictions, instead of looking at the literature (or thinking for himself).
3. Failures of E = mc2. If the fundamental property of mass is due to, and is measured by, the pumping action
of a vortical phenomenon in the aether (Appendix A), a TEMwave is not the right kind of motion to generate the
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mass property. So in CT photons cannot have mass. Planck initially derived his black body distribution formula
without resort to photons but Poincaré(?) jumped on the particulate alternative as suiting his line at the time, and
Einstein followed, in cooperation with Planck.
This is one of the two cases, in CT, in which the free
interchangeability of mass and energy (E = mc2) is not available. The other is for neutrinos, regarded in CT as pure
rotational (no sucking) entities, or eddies, of aether motion, with no excess or deficiency of aether content, which
thereby possess energy but this is not mass.
4. Light deflection. The radial aether density gradient established by a gravitationally coherent assemblage is
proportional to the gravitational potential at the point of interest. Maxwell's equations show that the velocity of light
depends upon the charge density of the medium. Consequently the gravitational light deflection in CT is due to the
slower value of c at the lower aether density nearer the Sun. This deflection seems to be formally identical to that of
GR. The analogy with GR's 'distortion of space-time' is close.
5. Forming the solar planetary system. A series of notable individuals (Jeans 1919, Lyttleton, Gold,
Woolfson) have stressed, but virtually unavailingly, that the dynamics of the solar planetary system (notably the tilt of
the planetary plane relative to the solar equator and the relatively extremely high specific angular momentum of
planetary material) demand that the material from which the planets were made had a dynamically different origin
from that from which the Sun was formed. See Appendix B for a full list of the dynamical problems at issue. The
few attempts to resolve the problem within the frame of dragging material from a passing star, as originally suggested
by Jeans, have been unable to fit more than a fraction of the growing body of observational constraints and are in
direct conflict with the observation that meteorites incorporate material from a wide range of stellar types. The new
scenario which I have explored is superficially similar, in that the Sun, an unmixed star, formed and achieved
thermonuclear ignition in one dust cloud and, at some later time, ‘flew’ into another. From this (as it moved through
it) the protoplanetary material was progressively acquired, together with a corresponding ‘contamination’ of the Sun’s
composition above its tachocline at ~ 0.71 Rsun; no more than 2.5% of Msun resides there. This progressive acquisition
removes cannonical nebular collapse times from consideration. The crucial distinction, however, is that the
acquisition and handling dynamics of this second tranche of nebular material were dominated by the presence of my
newly-recognized gravity-electric (G-E) field as outlined in Appendix A. I have been able to show that construction
of the planetary system could not have been done, with its observed dynamical features, as listed in Appendix B,
unless the protoplanetary material ('nebula') had been subject to a plasma-driven outwards push during their
formation. Such a radial push on materials has the property of increasing the a.m. of the material in direct proportion
to the increase in distance from the axis of the system. Although apparently not recognized, radiation pressure has
the same property, but not the dependence upon ionization which endows the G-E field with its crucial dynamical
behaviour in this case. By the same agency, individual planets were successively nucleated near to the Sun and
pushed outward, a feature which rings obvious bells with the close-in positions of many observed exoplanets.
Nucleation in such a position is made posssible by being sceened from the star’s radiation by the opacity of the
dust-laden nebular material; we must be seeing them shortly after nebular departure. That departure means that these
bodies are no longer being pushed outward to join their earlier-nucleated brethren but are likely eventually to die an
evaporative death in situ.
6. Solar wind. I infer that the present solar wind is a diminutive relic of that plasma flow and is primarily
driven by the solar radial electric field (G-E field - Appendix A), enabling the ions to acquire the energy to ionize the
the corona to such high levels without it being in LTE. Strong magnetic fields are undoubtedly present but the
assumption that they are primary to what is going on, without a secure theory of their primary origin should now be
re-examined in the light of a primacy of electric currents driven by the G-E field. Charge separation is widespread, in
the form of light-isotope enhancement, and is explicit in the high abundance of the negative H ion whose opacity
forms the photospheric 'surface'. The extra electrons for this ion are those which were electrically separated in the
low chromosphere from the low-FIP ions that form most of the solar wind. CMEs appear to be due to the bursting of
magnetic loops by the radial G-E field force upon the ions entrained and accumulated near the top of the loop. See
also Para 6a (below).
6a. The solar neutrino deficiency and stellar evolution theory. Notwithstanding all the horn-blowing
claiming that the Sudbury Project had resolved the problem of the roughly 50% deficiency of solar neutrinos, all
that was actually achieved was to demonstrate that the neutrinos arriving at the Earth, including those that have
passed through it, are not of the kinds predicted (but are mainly less energetic) from the Standard Solar Model of
the kinds of reaction going on inside the Sun. The researchers’ offered suggestion that the neutrinos have changed
their ‘colours’ on the way from the Sun could only relate to time, rather than to path character, because passage
through the Earth seems to have had little effect, though a small diurnal variation was indeed observed. In fact,
although confined to a short sentence in the final published report, the numerical deficiency remains unsolved.
Stellar evolution theory is based upon a balance (or imbalance, in the case of stellar explosions) between the
overburden load represented by the outer layers and the internal pressure generated by the nuclear reactions inside.
Since the interior material is wholly ionized the action of the G-E field upon it will provide a substantial additional
overburden support force. This, in turn, means that the balance can be achieved with a much lower rate of nuclear
burning, and the lower central temperature means that the dominant reactions will be different too. Since, in CT
(Para 21c), there was no BigBang and the age of the Universe is indeterminately long, the implication is
acceptable that the true age of the Sun’s interior may be up to twice what is currently supposed. On the same
basis, the true age of every star in the Universe must be much older too, though by proportions that will vary with
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stellar class and mass. This greater age of the solar interior has a beneficial implication for our new scenario for
forming the planets, in that a very much longer interval is available for the proto-Sun to find a second cloud to
enter. The sparsity of suitable clouds is no longer a potential issue.
7. Cosmic rays. Extrapolating the solar radial G-E field, with its observed production of 5-10GeV solar cosmic
rays, to what could be done by the far higher gravitational potentials at the surface of white dwarfs and of neutron
stars suggests that this is the main mechanism of cosmic ray acceleration, with white dwarfs being responsible for
energies up to the well-marked 'knee' in their abundance and neutron stars being responsible for those up to the
observed limit of a few times 1019 eV. A corollary of this result is that ion flows (= electric currents) from relict
patches of protonic material on the neutron star surface might be responsible for the pulsar phenomenon rather than
the awkward oblique (magnetic field) rotator model. Just as in the particle-accelerator case, so also when cosmic ray
particles are decelerated by entering the field structure of a recipient body, the interaction is velocity-limited, so they
penetrate further and appear to have increased masses.
8. Strong nuclear force. In CT the limited applicability of E = mc2 (see Para 3 above) means that the term
‘mass of a particle’ can only mean its gravitational mass. So the mass of a particle or particle assemblage is
measured by its external aether-pumping (Appendix A). Consequently a small assemblage, e.g. 3 quarks, is securely
held together by the aether internal circuiting (which is the strong nuclear force) possible with a triangular
arrangement and has an externally evident mass that is less than the sum of the 3 quarks. For the same reason 2
quarks, the essence of mesons, are less stable because aether circuiting is poorer. In Para 23, below, we refer to their
evident susceptibility to the influence of aether random motion. (See also Para 8a below)
8a. The mechanism of electrical superconductivity. It is generally accepted that superconductivity is due
to the pairing of conduction electrons, but the mechanism of that pairing is poorly understood. In Para 8 we
suggested that the pairing of quarks to constitute mesons is attributable to antiparallel arrangement of the aether
pumping flows, thus holding them together less efficiently with a weaker version of the strong nuclear force than
when three quarks are present.
Is the binding and pairing of electrons in superconductivity a similar
phenomenon? This would have the effect of restricting the external aether-pumping flow of such a pair and,
thereby, the electron-phonon interaction which is associated with resistivity. In this CT frame we might regard
phonons as the influences residing in the currently terminological no-man’s-land between gravity force and the
strong nuclear force and exhibiting all the modulation associated with the thermal motions of their sources. This
form of electron bonding would fit the sudden loss of superconductivity at a particular temperature.
A
potentially diagnostic indicator, if it were possible to observe it, would be the expectation that, at the onset of
superconductivity, there would be a sudden drop in the masses (i.e. their external aether-pumping flows) of the
electrons involved. This might be added to our list (later) of envisaged experimental checks of CT.
9. Nucleosynthesis. Because of its extreme charge density the energy content of aether motion is huge. The
energy release and the mass reduction during nucleosynthesis may be due to the resulting simplification and internal
confinement of aether motion.
10. Effect of ionization on aether motion. Because the aether is made of electric charge, the motions of
charged particles have an enormously greater effect upon the aether around them than if they were neutral. This is
measured by the ratio of electric to gravitational force between identical particles, a matter of 36 to 42 orders of
magnitude.
11. Perihelion advance. Since gravitational interaction (Appendix A) is a communicated process, which
induces a physical response in both participants, treatment by a field theory is inappropriate. Communication is not
by transverse waves but by density gradient, or longitudinal waves, so the velocity of communication is not the same.
This appears to validate the theory of perihelion advance developed by Paul Gerber in 1898, but never acknowledged
by Einstein when deriving or adopting the same formula for GR. In simple qualitative terms this advance can be
understood as a communication response-time phenomenon; on the receding leg of the orbit the gravitional pull
'received' by Mercury from the Sun is out of date, so corresponds to its slightly earlier position and is stronger than the
equilibrium value at that point. The reverse applies on the approaching leg. These actions advance the longitude of
the orbit's axis.
12. Particle design. The idea that what aether motion is going on, dynamically, inside a fundamental particle
determines its nature raises the prospect of 'designing' that motion, in every case, to provide the masses and properties
of all the particles in SU5, or whatever, but the table will need careful scrutiny to avoid mass interpretations that are
purely based upon energy. In that the aether is envisaged as being an inherently massless superfluid means that such
‘design’ would be constrained not by considerations of its inertia, centrifugal force, or viscosity, but its charge-laden
character.
13. Particle construction, not 'finding'. Conversely, since particles are made out of aether, we have the
prospect that in high-energy accelerators we are actually constructing the particles we think were there already, this
being an application of E = mc2 that is valid in CT. I have little doubt on this basis that the Higgs boson, and
perhaps even more massive constructs of aether motion, will eventually be 'made', but it may tell us little about what
Nature can do on her own. For this reason, the lifetimes of such constructs may be expected to be increasingly brief.
14. Black holes? Since particles are rotational entities they need a finite space in which to exist. The finite
size of electrons determined by scattering experiments with LEP at CERN (pers comms from George Kalmus,
incorporated into Appendix A) demonstrates this. Consequently black holes that compress mass without limit but do
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not eliminate the mass property are impossible. The mass would be annihilated, with huge energy release (GRBs?),
long before that.
15. Quasars. Although the origin of inertia is still one of the outstanding problems of physics, searches for
formulations based upon Mach's Principle are still in favour and are encouraged by CT's communication-based mode
of gravitational interaction. What has never been appreciated is that in this case inertia must be velocity-dependent;
the velocity, that is to say, with respect to the 'rest of the Universe' that is conferring its inertia. Consider the
contraction of a rotating body. Material at the surface moves inward only slowly, so experiences the full gravitational
pull of the interior. But it is moving fast with respect to the Universe outside, so it experiences a centrifugal force
(inertia) that is velocity-limited to some function of c. Superluminal peripheral/tangential velocities thereby become
possible and the radiation from such material will exhibit major redshift, the CT equivalent of SR's ‘transverse
Doppler effect’, which in CT is simply due to the hypotenuse of the velocity triangle being longer. On this basis I
have developed a rather successful quasar model (Appendix C) in which a substantial proportion (up to z = 5) of the
redshift is thereby potentially intrinsic and not a measure of distance. This copes with the awkward redshift
differences within obvious spatial groups raised by the Burbidges, and previously by Arp. One of the nice features of
the model is that successively outward shells of material, with lower peripheral velocities, will provide the Ly Alpha
forest of absorption lines at successively lower redshifts - nothing to do with intervening clouds in the cosmos and
therefore not a measure of its temperature (see later for the importance). The model explains nicely why the receivable
luminosity of quasars falls off rapidly at high redshift, a phenomenon that was formerly thought might signify a real
decrease in their abundance. Increased sensitivity has now yielded examples well beyond z = 6.
16. Galaxies: the dynamical-morphological evolution of spirals. A firmly established and much-discussed
feature of the internal dynamics of spirals is that the tangential velocity profile, after a rise outwards in the central
bulge region, then remains almost flat out to the limits of visibility. Under Newtonian gravitation, with or without
GR, this can only be explained by the presence of large amounts of mass beyond that outer limit and has given rise to
the hypothesis that this is Cold Dark Matter (CDM), see Para 26. It seems to have escaped comment that such a
velocity pattern will automatically result in a spiral structure, in that the angular velocity decreases with distance from
the centre. Furthermore, it has escaped discussion that, even within the luminous part, this velocity pattern raises an
angular momentum problem very like that encountered in the solar planetary system (Para 5), namely that the specific
angular momentum of the material increases outwards, inconsistent with a.m. conservation in a centrally condensing
assemblage such as has been the supposed nature of galaxies. Recognition of the G-E field, and that the bulk of
galactic materials are in an ionized condition, so are responsive to it, revolutionizes this picture. The flat part of the
tangential velocity profile is precisely what is to be expected if the material is under the dominant influence, not of
purely Newtonian gravitation, but of the radial push by the G-E field. In turn, just as in the solar planetary case, this
means that the outward flow has to be fed from the centre as an axial infall. In the galaxy case, the source of the
infall material has to depend upon the cosmogonical-creative phenomenon implied by being able to make
mass-bearing particles from the randomly moving aether, as illustrated in its simplest form (creation of
electron-positron pairs) in Appendix A. We return to this aspect in Para 28.
But the G-E field is a radial force; how does it result in an outflow largely confined to the plane of the galaxy?
The same question arises in the solar planetary case, so we offer an answer applicable to both. The infalling material
may have little or no inherent rotation, but on becoming ionized by proximity to the central mass, acquires some
angular momentum by magnetic coupling to the latter’s rotation. The resulting centrifugal force, added to the
repulsion by the G-E field, tips the balance so that outflow develops in the quasi-equatorial plane. The requirements
of supply and demand within a distributed source then establish quasi-polar infall. In addition, the fact that, until it
gets close to the central body, the infall stream may (especially in the planetary case) be shielded by its own dust from
the central body’s ionizing radiation, means that the G-E field has less effect on the infall stream than on the
now-ionized outflow.
The outflow pattern means that major amounts of ‘spent’ material are expected to have been driven outside the
limits of visibility. To the extent that this ‘spent’ material is cool, non-ionized dust it will be driven no further unless
by aerodynamic entrainment with outward-moving ionic material. Galaxies seen exactly edge-on show the presence,
at the outer edge, of an opaque or dark shadow as dust that is too low in density for star formation, in the dispersive
presence of the outflow ‘wind’.
This radial filtering effect is nicely seen in the structure of spiral arms. The main ones typically have dust lanes
along their inner side, with hot, star-forming regions outside this within the main part of the arm. This shows that the
arms themselves are being pushed outward, partly aerodynamically, by the galactic wind, i.e. they are unwrapping,
contrary to popular supposition. This unwrapping stretches them and interrupts their (gravitational) longitudinal
coherence, seen as transverse lower-temperature ruptures. Further confirmation of this outwards drive is that,
outboard of each such rupture, it is common (e.g. Appendix D(1)) to see an outward-directed ‘whisker’ of luminous,
therefore ionized, material – clearly the effect of the radial G-E field. These whiskers wrap around in the inter-arm
spaces as the result of their unchanged tangential velocity as the radius from the centre increases. It follows that the
wrapping of the main arms, too, is due to this effect, and suggests that the main arms themselves originate as a pair of
oppositely-directed G-E-driven flows from the nuclear bulge and not as a wave phenomenon, although the possible
cause of such flows is currently obscure. It is clear from Appendix D(1) that these processes, filling the inter-arm
spaces and coalescing, will readily lead to multi-arm-type spirals. We conclude that our recognition of the G-E field
offers an unparalleled illumination of the dynamical morphology of spiral galaxies. This, in turn, strongly secures the
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validity of that recognition, as set out in Appendix A.
16a. Galaxies; the morphological transformation of spirals into barred galaxies and thence into
triaxial ellipticals. This discussion relies on the above demonstration that axial or quasi-axial infall is a prime
feature of spiral galaxy evolutionary dynamics. The argument (see Appendix D(2)) is that when other
galaxies are in the vicinity, as in a cluster, the infall streams will be deflected by their gravity and may not be
oppositely-directed at the recipent galaxy. This will endow the opposed streams with a couple-generating
capability, producing a bar whose axis does not rotate with the spiral but is fixed in relation to the constraints of
neighbouring galaxies; consequently the spiral arms rotate past the ends of the bar and their dust lanes,
insentive to the G-E field, are drawn gravitationally into the ends of the bar when involvement with the bar
removes its a.m. with respect to the spiral’s axis. Observations that have purported to detect rotation of the
bar’s axis have in fact observed that of the spiral arms, on the insecure assumption that these are parts of a
single dynamical structure. We need observations of the bar itself.
When the infall streams cease, for any of a number of reasons, the bar will collapse axially under gravity,
with the rotation about its own axis building the central bulge into a triaxial elliptical.

Group II Results relating to TEMwave propagation by and in the presence of the aether.
17. Lorentz transformations invalid in CT. Einstein's rejection of an aether was fundamental to his adoption
of TEMwaves as perfect messengers between frames; any propagation effects would have spoiled that. His insistence
from Poincaré that no object's velocity could exceed c relative to an observer meant that the composition of velocities
- velocity of the propagating medium being one of them - was unacceptable because it could produce a resultant
greater than c. However, a little known, and even less cited, paper by Ives and Stillwell (Ives, H. E. & Stillwell, G.
R. 1941, Interference phenomena with a moving medium. J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 31, 14-24 - not the commonly cited one
they published 9 months later) demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally, using gravity waves on mercury,
that all three Lorentz transformations are entirely the product of denying the composition of velocities. In other
words, if you accept an aether as the propagating medium (as we do in CT), those transformations, the happy hunting
ground of so much mathematical fiddling, can be forgotten. That result is surely why it has been ignored.
18. Stellar aberration. The up to ~20.5arcsec correction to stellar apparent positions made necessary by the
Earth's orbital velocity transverse to the sightline ought, if relative velocity of source and observer were the only
matters at issue, as Relativity maintains, to exhibit major modification when observing a binary with a transverse
velocity often well over 30km/s. But they don't show any that has been reported, an awkward fact that rarely appears
in textbooks. If there is an aether, however, and the transverse velocity of the binary component is with respect to the
'local' aether of the interstellar medium, it is demonstrable graphically that the resultant contribution to aberration is
reduced in the ratio of the sightline distances between the binary and local aether and that between the latter and the
observer. It appears that no general solution to this problem has ever been offered before, so is barely ever discussed.
19. Effects of aether random motion. The association of particles with the aether around them - no sharp
boundary is likely or envisaged - means that the aether through which TEMwaves are propagated is in random
motion, because the particles are and they form part of the propagation path (albeit a small proportion). Spatial
smoothing will mean that the amplitude of the aether motion is at a low level compared with that of individual
particles. Nevertheless, this introduces four major effects, 3 being propagation effects which integrate with distance
travelled and one being TEMwave-generative. Also, since aether is all-pervasive, the possibility of its random
motion reaching atomic nuclei and disturbing their decay rates, generally thought to be immutable, needs to be
considered.
This pervasiveness means that nothing can be in a completely motionless state and seems likely to be the
mechanism of ‘zero-point energy’. The essential feature of quantum mechanical treatments, the need for which
intrudes when considering phenomena at very small scales, is the statistical overlay that it brings, so it has become
widely recognized that in many cases the achievement can alternatively be regarded as a classical one with the
addition of ‘the random energy of the absolute vacuum’. If we substitute ‘random motion of the aether’ for the latter
expression, we may have an explanation of the need for quantum mechanics, and therefore of the entire concept that
TEMwaves travel as packaged entities. In the case, for example, of the photo-emission of electrons, recognition that
the aether motion causes the emitter atoms to be already in a randomly energized state means that actual emission of
an electron does not require the input of a whole quantum of energy at that particular point, but only enough to tip the
balance statistically.
The 3 propagation effects are scattering, redshift and line broadening. They are dealt with individually next.
20. Scattering. We have dealt with this to a sufficient degree under 'History'. Apart, that is, from noting here
that this is a very low-level effect, so is only observable in the extreme circumstances of the very high visual
magnitude of the Sun and a rather dark high flight-altitude sky.
21. Redshift. This is a huge topic so is dealt with in subsections below. The starting point is that the aether
motions transverse to the line of sight displace parts of the wave-train sideways, and in different directions, thus
always stretching the wave along a hypotenuse and generating a redshift (there is no possibility that a sideways
displacement could do the opposite) which is easily demonstrable to be proportional to the number and magnitude of
those displacements, per unit path length. If it be argued that truly transverse displacement of a wave front cannot
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rotate its direction of propagation another, but theoretically less direct, option is available; the random aether motion
inevitably implies the presence of transverse gradients of aether density and these (see Para 4 above) will deflect the
propagation by the same mechanism as for the gravitational light deflection. In either case this is a redshift that
grows in proportion to path length (i.e. the number of repetitions), but the constant of proportionality will vary with
the (gas particle-tied) aether motion conditions along that path. The particle density alters the number of effectively
distinct displacements per unit path length and the r.m.s. Maxwellian particle velocity the size of them, but spatial
averaging is expected greatly to dilute the effect that one might attribute to individual particle motions. Nevertheless,
this dependence makes the effect much more susceptible to observational proof (or otherwise). An important
property of this redshifting process is that it does not alter the propagation time because the effective velocity along
the hypotenuse is a composed velocity that is greater than c. Consequently the Shapiro pulse delays do not detect it
(see Para 21d below).
21a. The solar redshift. It is widely claimed that the solar spectrum exhibits the predicted GR gravitational
redshift but this does not withstand closer inspection. Finlay-Freundlich (1930) observed, and others have
confirmed, that the redshift of absorption lines along various radii from the centre of the disc varies from
appreciably below the GR prediction to about 1.5 times its value as the limb is approached. He offered a
redshifting process similar in principle to, but much coarser than, the one offered here, based on the longer
chromospheric path length as the exit zenith angle increases at the limb. Crucially, precise observations in the
post-World War II period, notably by M.G.Adam, showed that at the centre of the disc the redshift differed
considerably between lines, depending upon the depth of the reversing level, and that the centroid of the wings
(representing that stage) was redshifted relative to that of the main body of the line. Both of these observations
show that the rate of redshift change with depth is far steeper than the change of gravitational potential upon which
the GR theory depends. We argued already (see Para 3 above) that TEMwaves could possess no mass; this result
confirms that gravitational force is not what causes the solar redshift. Interestingly, some observation suggests that
the limb redshift continues to rise beyond the limb; this may be due to a refraction effect that enables one to see a
little way round the back of the limb, but I haven't done any sums on this.
21b. Stellar intrinsic redshifts. In continuation of Para 21a we note first that, seen from a distance, the solar
redshift would indeed appear to support GR. In fact, the much-vaunted observation that the redshift of the white
dwarf Sirius B matches the GR value for its mass, turns out to be almost unique among WDs; most have
mass-redshift relationships that differ in either direction from the GR prediction. Such variability of redshift is to
be expected in CT, in view of the conflicting influences of their very thin atmospheres and very high temperatures.
In the pre-WW II period a wealth of redshifts were noted which, for example, if regarded as Doppler, would
imply systematic relative recession of the O-B stars in a long-lived cluster. A more direct example of this effect is
that in WR-B binaries the WR star characteristically exhibits an apparent recession of >100km/s relative to the
centroid of the system.
21c. Cosmic redshift and the Big Bang. In 1968 a paper in Science (Sadeh, D., Knowles, S. & Au, B. 1968
The effect of mass on frequency. Science 161, 567-569) reported redshift observations by the US Naval
Laboratory using transmissions from stationary sets of intercompared caesium clocks over ground-level paths up to
1500km, indicating an approximately linear increase with distance. In 1969 my direct extrapolation of this result
from atmospheric to supposedly extragalactic conditions (1029 g/cm3; 2.75 K) yielded a Hubble parameter of
59km/s/Mpc! However, the density that I used was the then supposed mean throughout the Universe (on
Relativistic expanding Universe cosmology grounds, not observation) whereas the applicable density should be
that of the vast intergalactic voids that form a major part of any path. Neverthless, for reasons given in Para 10,
above, even a quite moderately greater ionization in space would enable the Hubble parameter to be matched for
up to >8 orders lower density than I assumed. I therefore infer that the Universe is not expanding, there was no
BigBang and the age of the Universe is indeterminate. The light element genesis problem is then (I hope)
coped with both by the much longer timescale for production in stars and by ongoing production in the quasar
model of Para 15 above. Recent statements that the 'expansion' rate is increasing are entirely due to application
of the relativistic Doppler formula to the observations. This is invalid if the redshift is not a velocity; the actual
redshift increase with apparent distance is closely linear. The Sadeh et al experiments should be repeated with
more awareness of the matter at issue. The redshifting rate appears to be only about 10-13 of what the particle
motions themselves, and their spacing, might lead one to expect; so is a measure of the spatial
averaging/smoothing that was involved under the applicable path conditions.
What becomes of the ‘lost ticks? Linearity of the redshift-distance relation.
In the case of ordinary
Doppler redshift, fewer waves per unit time reach the observer because an increasing number are ‘paving’ the
lengthening transmission path. When there is no relative motion of source and observer, as in the CT redshift case
proposed here, how can fewer waves/unit time reach him? I discussed this in my main paper cited in Appendix
A, but can now elaborate a little. In my main paper I concluded that because the TEMwaves are continually
reconstituted by the aether motion they have generated, the energy of the lost waves is funnelled into the scattered
waves, thus increasing the attenuation with distance over and above that of the inverse square rule.
On the other hand our redshifting process is a proportional incremental one, so the actual build-up of redshift
with distance travelled must be exponential and we infer that the corresponding attenuation which results also
increases exponentially.
The combined effect upon the redshift-distance relation is crucial. Let us consider the particular ratio of an
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observed redshift to the distance of the object (e.g. as determined by the supernova ‘standard candle’ method).
Not knowing of the exponential redshift growth in CT, we will have inferred a Hubble ‘constant’ that is higher
than that for lesser distances. Similarly, not knowing about the CT attenuation due to scattering, which will
likewise build up exponentially with distance, since it is a corollary of the redshift mechanism, we will have
inferred a distance that is bigger that it actually is. It follows that since redshift buildup and attenuation
build-up proceed in step, the exponential behaviours are not seen and we should perceive a linear relation of
redshift to apparent distance, as is observed.
But it does mean that at high redshift we have considerably over-estimated the true distance but the magnitude
determinations are OK.
21d. Pioneer 6. Superimposed upon a readily eliminated unidirectional drift rate throughout, its carrier wave
exhibited progressive redshift during approach to inferior conjunction and blueshift during its recession from it.
This rose to a Doppler-equivalent of 11m/s for a reception path passing at 3 solar radii from the centre. We
suspect it to be due to redshift within the corona and would increase further if reception were possible for paths
passing even closer to the Sun. It compares with the GR (gravitational) prediction of 636m/s and about 800m/s
Doppler- equivalent observed at the solar limb. It is about 200 times the Shapiro pulse delay associated with the
solar light deflection, so has been regarded as erroneous. But the pulse delay actually measures the increase in
transmission time, whereas we show in Para 21 above that the CT redshifting does not alter the transmission time.
There is therefore no conflict between the two measurements. They are not measuring the same thing. The
experiment should be repeated in confirmation. If it does so this would be strong support for CT.
22. Broadening of spectral lines. This is due to the longitudinal component of random aether motions along
the transmission path and is an inescapable accompaniment of the redshift, the difference being that this is a
symmetrical random effect and the linear increase with path length is of the variance, so the line width grows as the
square root of the path length whereas the redshift grows linearly. This means that at large redshifts the redshift
outstrips the broadening effect so the broadening has received less comment. In the CT model for quasars, however,
(see Appendix C and Para 15 above) the great breadth of the main Ly Alpha line is due to rotational broadening
(emission from both approaching and receding limbs).
Another consequence of this line broadening is that it will supply the increased opacity inside stars for which
stellar evolution studies are busily seeking at the present time.
Almost certainly a further example of such broadening was the reason why, in the 1950s, two UK developments
(ZETA and SCEPTRE III) aimed at nuclear fusion were thought on line-width grounds to have attained a 5MK
temperature and this fact was loudly trumpeted in the journal Nature, only for it subsequently to be admitted on
multiple evidence that this was incorrect, only ~250kK having been achieved.
Another aspect of this phenomenon is that stellar line widths that are too wide for the observed colour
temperature of the star, as is very commonly the case, are customarily attributed to stellar rotation of its atmosphere.
But, as Urey noted more than 55 years ago, there would on this basis have to be a sudden drop in rotation as the star
evolves from F4 to F6, raising the question of how all that angular momentum has been removed. At the other end
of stellar evolution (Wolf-Rayet stars) there seems to be a similar disparity. W(He) stars are regarded as ordinary
W(N or C) stars that have expelled all their more easily ionized gas, so have much thinner atmospheres but much the
same temperatures. However they do not exhibit the very marked line broadening which characterizes their brethren
and it is unlikely that the effective diameter of the star could have been sufficiently reduced by the atmospheric loss to
explain the difference in rotation terms. Clearly the proper interpretation of this sort of excess line broadening is that
it is due to passage through deep hot atmospheres and not mainly to rotation.
The fact that in CT the broadening and the redshift are co-ordinated parts of a single process strengthens the CT
interpretation when both features are present, as is very commonly the case astronomically.
23. TEMwave generation by a randomly moving aether - the CMB. Any random motion inevitably
involves accelerations and an acceleration of electric charge generates TEMwaves. We suggest, now that the
BigBang is unavailable to explain it (21c above) that this is the cause of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
and, for this reason, its 2.73K temperature is a true indication of extragalactic cosmic temperature. This makes the
above-mentioned restriction of quasar-related 104K 'clouds' to their immediate vicinity very important. Interestingly,
the temperature of the CMB in the direction of the centre of the Virgo cluster, our nearest, has been found to be
slightly higher than in other directions. This has been interpreted as indicating that we are approaching it, but we see
it here as really indicating a higher aether motion temperature in that vicinity, as one might well expect. Similarly,
the spatially biggest void of all has recently been discovered in the direction of the constellation Eridanus and this
corresponds with a ‘dent’ in the CMB intensity. We have already noted the immense energy content represented by
the randomly moving aether, so the energy loss associated with generating the CMB radiation is unlikely to be
depleting that energy to any measurable degree.
24. Effect of aether random motion upon nuclei: mu-meson decay. It seems reasonable to assume that,
inside complete atoms, the electron shells, to a great extent, shield the nucleus from being reached by the random
aether motion. Consequently the apparent immutability of the nuclear decay property of each particular nucleus, in
this regard, is understandable. But explanations of null effects are never secure on their own. Mu-mesons, however,
deprived of such a shield, exhibit velocity-dependent decay lifetimes when in flight, lengthening with increasing
velocity. This has widely been cited as evidence of relativistic time dilatation. In CT the explanation is that the
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decay rate is affected (increased) by the random motion of the aether (to which they are exposed when outside an
atom) but, with increasing velocity of the particle, that access is a velocity-limited interaction between electomagnetic
fields, so the particle is less affected, in just the same way as we explained in discounting the supposed relativistic
mass increase (Para 2 above).
25. Mössbauer observations of ‘gravitational redshift’. Although nothing to do with aether motion, this
item is conveniently included here since it also involves the relationship between nucleus and electron shield. These
experiments used the gamma ray decay emission of 57Fe and purported to show that upward emissions had lost
quantum energy (seen as gravitational redshift) in reaching an absorber above it. No consideration was given to the
inevitable fact that every nucleus must be gravitationally displaced relative to the electron shell - How else could it be
supported? The observed fractional redshift being sought was many orders smaller than any that had ever had to be
considered in ordinary spectroscopy, so the centering of nuclei, which never needed attention before, should have
been considered. In simple terms for this outline, it is suggested that the gamma ray frequency emitted by each decay
event is controlled by a resonance in the cavity between the nucleus and the electron shield, the wavelength being of
the same order as that radial gap. Eccentricity of the nucleus in the Earth’s gravitational field means that the upper
half-cavity would be bigger and yield a longer emission wavelength, and conversely for the downward emissions or
upward absorptions. Such resonance, related to the structure of this particular atom, would be a far preferable
explanation of the extremely narrow bandwith of 57Fe emission (the feature that made this element peculiarly
attractive for this purpose) to the ad hoc one of exceptionally small (but why?) emission recoil of the nucleus, offered
by the experimenters. Our proposed slight modification of the gamma ray emission frequency by this resonance is, in
CT, probably not ruled out by the usual quantum theory inhibitions (see Para 19 above). It may, however, require
the acceptance that, at this level of precision, even Planck’s Constant is not immutable (see footnote). These
experiments also spun the emitting 57Fe to determine the effect of centrifugal force. Finding the same effect they
claimed to have confirmed the GR ‘Principle of Equivalence’. The nuclear displacement effect proposed here would
also lead to expecting such a centrifugal effect .

Group III. Imaginary(?) substances
26. Cold Dark Matter (CDM).
). The supposed need for CDM has arisen on a variety of levels. Most, if not all,
of this need is absent in CT.
(a) Cosmic expansion. Something like >90% of the overall CDM requirement has arisen in the context of an
expanding, relativistic Universe. With no expansion and with GR invalidated in CT, this part of the CDM requirement
vanishes.
(b) Galaxies - Constant tangential velocity structure of outer parts of spirals, to the limit of visibility.
Significance of the G-E field. In CT, the evolution of galaxies, as in the formation of our planetary system, is
dominated by disc outflows. The ‘flat’ plots of tangential velocity, outside the central region, are exactly what one
expects if those flows are radially driven by the G-E field, which does not alter the tangential velocity. A Keplerian
velocity pattern only develops when Newtonian gravitation is left in sole control by the departure of the G-E
Field-propelled nebular material. That has already occurred in observable planetary systems but nebula-rich galactic
forms, such as spirals, enable us to observe this effect directly. The outflowing material is supplied by quasi-vertically
infalling material, whch may or may not be cosmogonically young (see Para 28 below), or it may be internally
created (cosmogonically young).
In any case, David Malin, (see his AAO website) by the use of heavily
over-exposed photography on galaxies seen face-on, has shown the presence of very low light output, possibly
reflective in origin, out to many times the normal optical fade-out radius. This is real matter, not CDM, because
CDM is no longer needed to explain the ‘flat’ tangential velocity patterns. The amounts of mass may be substantial
but nevertheless far less than the CDM argument has demanded.
(c) Long-term stability of clusters - galaxies and stellar.
Galaxy clusters.
Numerous analyses of the galactic redshift dispersion within clusters, without regard to
galaxy type, have been carried out on the assumption that it measures the velocity dispersion within the cluster.
Many clusters, and particularly the centrally condensed Coma cluster, give the strong impression of having been a
very stable grouping over the supposed life since the ‘galaxy-forming epoch’. These workers have applied the virial
theorem to the data and have invariably inferred a need for much more mass within the cluster volume than is seen as
galaxies, to ensure that the velocity dispersion does not result in disintegration of the cluster. So CDM has been
inferred. But CT introduces three escapes from this. The first (1) is that the galaxy masses (as in (b) above), are
indeed bigger than suggested by the optical magnitudes. The second (2) arises as the result of the intrinsic redshift
arising as a propagation effect along hot-gas paths as the light leaves the stars within it, so it will vary according to the
gassiness type and magnitude. My own analysis of the redshifts of the brighter galaxies in the Virgo cluster,
published by G.De Vaucouleurs, yielded a clear redshift gradient from 1600km/s for Sc to only 950km/s for E0.
Removal of this factor yeilds a much smaller velocity dispersion upon which to apply the virial theorem. The
subsequent survey by J.Huchra, down to much fainter magnitudes (at which this gas-dependent effect would be
Footnote. In a fully interacting Universe there is no reason that the value of any parameter should be wholly
independent of circumstance. The velocity c, as seen in CT, is an example. Rather than upon refining the value of a
particular ‘constant’, physicists should now concentrate on determining its susceptibility to influences. That could be
much more illuminating fundamentally.
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expected to be smaller), seems merely to have swamped the earlier result. The third (3) is that in CT (see Para 28
below), clusters of galaxies are the consquence, not primarily of gravitational action within a primordially-existing
volume of material, but of having been created by mutual cosmogony, a reproduction-like process, involving the
(exponential?) growth of mass over a long period of time. The time for which the cluster has existed at its present
mass is therefore very limited and the spatial tightness of its layout is due more to the reproductive process than to
gravitational retention. Overall, I suggest that these 3 considerations in CT will remove most or all of the related
supposed CDM requirement.
Stellar clusters. Just as in the case of galaxy clusters, virial theorem analysis of the redshift dispersion in stellar
clusters, assumed to represent the velocity dispersion, has consistently thrown doubt on the longevity of the cluster,
often in the face of the members being from a common spectral population. So CDM has been invoked to hold it
together. But in CT stellar intrinsic redshifts arise in major measure within their hot gaseous atmospheres. This effect
has long been known as the K-term but not understood and increasingly ignored. Trumpler (1935 PASP) recorded an
O-star-specific excess redshift within a star cluster. As noted in Para 21b, in WR-B binaries the WR component,
with their typically extreme atmospheric temperatures, often exhibits a redshift of more than +100km/s (sometimes
even +250km/s) relative to the centroid of the system. Clearly this matter requires the analysis of clusters, to see
whether some combination of stellar class and magnitude yields a statistically valid redshift distinction in each case.
If it does, then this component of the redshift dispersion must be subtracted before determining whether CDM would
be needed. Even then, in CT we are left with a smaller-scale version of the cosmogonical escape No 3 that applied to
galaxies. This is a matter of great importance for cosmology because, in the absence of a ‘galaxy-forming epoch’ in
CT, it may be that the cosmogony of stellar globular clusters is an essential step along the way to galaxy formation.
That route must necessarily take us via irregular galaxies, such as the Large Magellanic Cloud, whose intensely active
30 Doradus star-forming region may mark a step along that path to a sufficient mass to attract the infall streams that
operate in the dynamics of spiral galaxies - see also Para 28.
27. Dark Energy. The demand for this seems wholly to have arisen from the redshift interpretation that the
supposed expansion of the Universe is accelerating. As stated in Para 21c, this inference is wholly the result of
applying the relativistic Doppler formula to the observation of a linear redshift-distance relation, on the assumption
that the redshift is a velocity. In CT the cosmic redshift is not a velocity so the Doppler formula is inappropriate and
the need for dark energy vanishes.

Group IV. Origin of the Universe
28. A new continuous creation cosmology. Appendix A illustrates how in CT we can explain the observed
readiness with which particle-antiparticle pairs may be created from the aether, simply by 'stirring it up' and
converting on an E=mc2 basis. This encourages the view that Nature, given enough time, may have generated (and
still be doing so) other fundamental particles, by trial and error, only the stable ones surviving. This means that the
Universe may have begun an undefinably long time ago, simply as a randomly moving aether, the energy content of
whose motion was great enough to have been the resource from which all the present mass in the Universe has since
been 'created'; a process that may be expected still to be going on. Since a concentration of aether motion intensity
would clearly favour such creation, I suppose that this is how we now have clusters of galaxies, by a kind of
reproductive process or positive feedback, with vast voids in between. The solar-corona-like X-ray auras observed to
surround such clusters testifies to the presence of such material. The implied tendency for creation now to be
increasingly concentrated in the vicinity of galaxy clusters opens the door for considering the effects upon galaxy
morphological evolution of the ongoing infall of such material (see Para 26b above). A further important part played
by such infall appears to be in the metamorphosis of young spirals into barred galaxies (Appendix D(2)). These do
not seem to occur on their own and offer an evolutionary route from flat spirals to 3-dimensional ellipsoids. On this
basis there was no single 'galaxy forming epoch', so galaxy formation was and is an ongoing process. The full range
of galactic morphologies seen already at large redshifts and long look-back times supports that this evolutionary
sequence could already have run its course within a relatively early part of the life of the Universe. The continuity of
mass creation since then suggests that this sequence may now be running even faster. The problem of galaxy
initiation needs therefore to be tackled afresh. In particular, the ‘reproductive’ property may apply not only to
formation of clusters of galaxies but also, before that, to the formation of stellar globular clusters, long recognized as
incorporating some of the oldest stars known, so therefore perhaps to be recognized as the building blocks for galaxy
construction. This cosmology offers the supreme benefit, relative to that of the BigBang, of an ongoing process with
a possibility of being much more comprehensively and directly observed and elucidated.

Experimental checks
To be persuasive of acceptance, the presentation of any new theory should do either or both of two things.
Firstly, it should offer an exclusive understanding of observations where success has been elusive. Secondly it should
lead to predictions that are experimentally verifiable.
CT, in addition to removing the exclusivity of GR interpretations, offers an apparently exclusive field of
relevance of its own; that of gravitation, planetary system formation (see Para 5 above) and the internal dynamics of
galaxies (Paras 16, 26 & 28), so the contact with observational detail is extremely comprehensive.
As to
experimentally verifiable predictions, the main CT document cited in Appendix A lists six possible experimental
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checks upon CT, of which three are shortlisted here.
1. Central to the whole basis of CT is the charge density and polarity of the aether (Appendix A). A possible
experimental method to determine the polarity and charge density of the aether and at the same time to check the CT
mechanism of the gravitational light deflection (Para 4), is as follows. The CT view of Maxwell's dielectric
displacement current (none is available in GR) is that the charging of a capacitor involves the displacement of aether
away from one plate and towards the other. The resulting gradient of aether (charge) density set up in the aether
between the plates will, therefore, if a beam of light is passed transversely along the gap between them, progressively
tilt the wave fronts and deflect the beam. If, as proposed, the aether is a continuum of negative charge the beam
deflection will be towards the negative plate. The magnitude of the deflection would link the intensity of the G-E
field to the gravitational field in observed light deflection situations, and thereby to the acceleration of cosmic rays
(Para 7).
2. The Sadeh et al (1968) experiment (Para 21c) using caesium clocks over a ground-level path should be
repeated, with appropriate controls, to confirm the redshift-distance relation that they found. It would not be
expensive. Attempts should be made to discriminate the diagnostic effects of path temperature and ionization.
3. The Pioneer 6 carrier-wave redshift observation during superior conjunction, as discussed in Para 21d, should
be repeated on the carrier wave from another space vehicle to confirm it and secure it as an example of coronal
random transverse aether velocity redshift. With so many vehicles currently orbiting the Sun this should be quite
easy to arrange.

Final comment on Maxwell's aether
To accept and use Maxwell's equations for the nature of TEM waves while neglecting to implement, and even
rejecting, the aether upon which they are based was a completely sterile idea, like (in a modern context) being in
favour of plate tectonics but taking away the Earth. It should have been recognized as such right from the start. CT
seeks to redress that. The resulting Universe is devoid of singularities of any kind, hence the name Continuum
Theory. Did I just see an obstructive bird called 'Renormalization' fly out of the window?

Postscript: The clock paradox of GR.
In the foregoing list I have, for brevity, not included all of the supposedly GR-supportive observations that seem
to fit fairly successfully within the CT frame - indeed I may have missed some - but one, the clock paradox, deserves
to be singled out for special final attention. In 1972 Hafele & Keating published in Science what purported to be the
results of a test of the clock paradox by flying a set of caesium clocks around the world, first one way, then the other,
claiming that they had demonstrated the verity of the GR proposition, the experiment being done under the auspices of
the US Naval Office. This fact, and the US freedom of information legislation, have made it possible to get hold of
an USNO internal report written by Hafele four months before submission of the Science paper, and cited in that
paper. Analytical comparison of this with the published paper shows, inter alia, that no fewer than 14 'corrections'
were made to the original in-flight observations, one of these being 5.5 times the size of the result eventually sought.
My friend who did this analysis submitted it to Science for publication but got an abruptly negative response with an
insinuation that if he proceeded to publish elsewhere, legal proceedings for defamation would be likely. In fact he
has published, both in a paper (Kelly, A.G. 2000 Hafele and Keating tests: did they prove anything? Physics Essays
13 (4) 616-621) and, more comprehensively, in a book, but he has since died, so has escaped any litigation
consequences. The motive for such evident falsification appears to have been that Dingle had just published (1972)
his book 'Science at the crossroads' in which he elaborated upon his continuing view that the paradox is 'absurd'.
The continuing success of this suppression of the evidence is demonstrated by the continued reference to the success
of the experiment on Google and elsewhere. For obvious reasons, any further attempt to test the clock paradox, still a
desirable enterprise, would need to be conducted and analyzed under a joint or even a multiple supervision.
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Logic of the gravity-electric (G-E) field
as a persistent associate of gravitation
Extracted in essence from my paper:- Osmaston, M.F., A continuum theory (CT) of physical nature: towards a new ‘ground
floor’ for physics and astronomy, including gravitation and cosmogony, with major tangible support. 10th. Int. Conf. on
Physical Interpretations of Relativity Theory (PIRT X), Brit. Soc. Philos. Science. Imperial College, 8-11 Sept 2006.
Proceedings. M.C.Duffy & P.R. Rowlands (eds.), PD Publications, Liverpool. In press; publication June 2008.
Maxwell’s equations (1865) define the nature and propagation of transverse electromagnetic waves
(TEM-waves - light). We know they work to perfection. They prescribe the presence of an ‘elastic aether’;
specifically one that is elastic in shear.
Successively, Maxwell (1865, 1873, 1878), Larmor (1892, 1897, 1904) and Milner (1960) envisaged that material
particles are, in some rotational way, ‘made out of aether’. But, faced with H.A.Lorentz’s (1892) insistence upon a
total dichotomy, this idea was effectively abandoned by Einstein and has been ever since.
Consequently the idea of an aether has fallen into oblivion and Maxwell’s equations have remained
insufficiently implemented, rendering physicists for more than a century the victims of a confidence trick that
TEM-waves could exist without an aether. I seem to have overcome that by recognizing Maxwell’s aether as a
massless superfluid continuum of electric charge. (Magnetic coupling and field energy storage when charge
undergoes displacement in shear provides ‘elasticity’.)
But what is its charge density? And what is the polarity of that charge?
Particle-scattering experiments at CERN show that electrons and positrons do have finite and similar estimated
‘size’ and we know each contains the same amount of charge (1.6 x 10-19 coulombs). This yields a density in their
interiors of >3 x 1029 coulombs/cm3 - the highest there is?
With an aether made of only one sort of charge, the simplest way to make one particle positive and the other
negative is to make one include more aether and the other less, like this:electron

aether
mean density
positron
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -zero charge

does it "bottom"?
MFO 2000

density
(= zero aether )

Notional aether (charge) density profiles that would equip
electron and positron aether dynamical configurations with
equal and opposite amounts of aether. Diagram drawn for an
aether with negative polarity (see below). Less than ‘zero
aether’ is not an option. In this way electron-positron pairs
are easily made. A possible clue to cosmogony. In high
energy experiments, proton-antiproton pairs also are of
frequent occurrence.

So the mean density of the aether is >3 x 1029 coulombs/cm3 !!!!
To provide gravitational attraction between particles I now suppose that they act like vortices (as did Maxwell
1878), sucking aether through themselves and pulling themselves towards one another. (The inverse square law
makes this predominate.) The particles forming such an assemblage are therefore ‘busy’ sucking aether out of the
interior. The resulting aether density gradient is an electric field - the G-E field. Similar interaction with the rest of
the Universe causes the G-E field to extend indefinitely outside the body too, as does its gravity field also.
Because of its direct relationship to the gravitational field, its intensity at the surface of an object will depend
directly upon the gravitational field there, being highest at neutron stars, with white dwarfs second.
Solar mass loss by expulsion of positive ions tells me that lower aether density = positive behaviour. Hence the
aether charge polarity is negative in conventional terms. A simple calculation shows that removal of all the
negative aether in the Sun would yield ~40 orders more coulombs of effective positive charge than is required to
expel all its protons. So the Sun and other stars can never lose their electrically positive behaviour. Such
behaviour is seen in planet ionospheres too.
*****
ŸPostscript: In accepting the Michelson-Morley experiment as proof that the aether had no systematic effect on
TEM-wave propagation, so could be ignored, the Lorentz-Poincaré-Einstein trio compounded their logical error by
overlooking that the aether might be in random motion, which is inevitable if particles are made out of it. Einstein,
indeed, grudgingly accepting in his 1920 Leiden address that there might be an aether of some sort, concluded
with the phrase ‘the idea of motion may not be applied to it’. Correction of this oversight reveals1 that TEM-waves
experience four cumulative effects, all copiously observed, removing the option embraced by Einstein, that
TEM-waves could be regarded as perfect messengers between reference frames.

1

Osmaston, M.F. 2000. A particle-tied aether: indications of a deeper foundation for physics and relativity. Proc. 7th Intl. Conf. on
Physical Interpretations of Relativity Theory (PIRT VII) . British Society for the Philosophy of Science. Imperial College, London,
15-18 Sept. 2000. Late Papers, M.C. Duffy (ed.) 230-240. Published July 2003. PD Publications, Liverpool, UK.ISBN 1 873 694 059
Osmaston, M. F. 2004 Continuum Theory (CT); major implications of the 'particle-tied aether' concept for gravitation, rotational effects,
and the strong nuclear force. In Physical Interpretations of Relativity Theory VIII. Proceedings of the conference, 6-9 Sept 2002, (ed.
M. C. Duffy), pp. 355-385. Imperial College, London: PD Publications, Liverpool. ISBN 1 873 694 07 5 (Various single lines of text
were accidentally omitted in the printed version but a complete one can be obtained from me at <miles@osmaston.demon.co.uk>)
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Appendix B. Construction of the solar planetary system:
a plethora of problems
Dynamical
D1. Six degree tilt of the planetary dynamical plane (the ‘invariable plane’) w.r.t.
the Sun’s equator. How did that arise?
D2. Mean angular momentum/kg of planetary material is 137,500 X that in the
Sun. Together with the a.m. of the >10-fold more mass they were formed
from, all this a.m. could NEVER have been in the Sun. Where did the a.m.
come from?
D3. ALL spins (bar very slow Venus) are prograde if you restore the
impact-disturbed tilts of Uranus and Pluto so that their satellites are
prograde too, like those of the others. BUT vorticity is RETROGRADE in a
Keplerian disc. Where were the spin directions decided?
D4. All satellites (bar Neptune’s Triton and the outermost tiny ones of Jupiter
and Saturn) orbit their planet the same way as it spins. Where are all the
retrograde captures?
D5. CAIs are typically 2 Ma older than the chondrules they are among. How?
D6. In the presence of nebular gas, protoplanetary bodies would spiral into the
Sun in far less time than it takes to build a planet. How do you prevent
that?

Chemical
C1. Volatilities in chondrules need much higher nebular density than SCSN
provides. Whence the implied compression? Higher density would make
D6 worse.
C2. Short-life nuclides (e.g. 41Ca, 103 ka half-life) were present in meteoritic
materials representing late accretion on asteroids, requiring
nucleosynthesis in the source (supernova?) not more than 1 Ma earlier. If
this was a late input, where did it come from, and how? Can we relax this
completion box for the whole job? When did it begin?
C3. Nebula is hot in SCSN, unless you make the planets when there’s hardly any
left outside the Sun. We need a cool one for core formation by reduction
from erupted FeO and genesis of SS water. How was that acquired?
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A Continuum Theory model for quasars
Features to be explained
Diminutive, star-like image size.
Very broad Lyman α emission line, redshifted (z = δλ/λ)
δλ/λ in the range <0.2 - >4.89.
Numerous (up to >100) Ly α absorption lines - the so-called "Lyman alpha forest" extending along the shortward flank (less redshift) of the main Ly α emission (+ some
corresponding CIV and NIV absorptions).
Much more frequent spatial (on the sky) association with galaxies of relatively low
redshift than is statistically appropriate (Burbidge, Arp, etc.).

aberration angle = α

nc
α

c(n2 + 1)½
to observer

c

emission
level

representative
source point
near limb
o

absorption by
numerous
shear-induced
shells at lower
rotational n

velocity
nc

The model
1. Velocity-dependent inertia, the result of recognizing gravitational communication at velocity c,
drastically reduces centrifugal (but not central gravitational) force when rotational velocity
approaches and surpasses c. So superluminal surface velocities, due to gravitational shrinkage
of high-angular momentum clouds, are possible.
2. Most of the redshift is intrinsic to the body, is of aberration-related (AR) type, and amounts to z
= √ (n2 + 1) - 1. Thus z = 4.89 requires n = 5.8 and α = 80.2ο, so the received intensity falls rapidly
as z increases further, as observed, but will never drop to zero..
3. Excess emission line breadth is primarily due to rotational broadening, not RLV (random
longitudinal velocity of the aether). n varies with latitude on the emission surface.
4. The "Lyman α forest", and the high-ionization C and N lines, is intrinsic absorption. It is not
due to clouds in intergalactic space, whose temperature can thus be the 2.73K indicated by the
cosmic microwave background (CMB).
5. Quasars are not at the cosmological distances inferrable from their redshifts. Their spatial
association with (or in?) galaxies is entirely reasonable. The requirement for a high angular
momentum source cloud makes their occurrence in isolation less likely.
6. As n rises towards and past unity during contraction, centrifugal (= inertial) constraint upon
shrinkage decreases. The consequent rapid gravitational compression will yield superhigh PT in
the interior, and perhaps light element (D, He, Li?) nucleosynthesis, thus replacing the Big Bang in
this regard. Some such material may get ejected from the poles.
7. In more massive quasars the process may go further. Under CT a particle only possesses
mass if there is room to accommodate the required aether dynamical configuration. Further
compression will annihilate the mass, with enormous energy release - seen as gamma ray bursts(?)
so the gravity exerted by that mass disappears too, contrary to current black hole models. Such
quasars (and those in (6) too) may decay/expire on quite short timescales, and if anything is left,
may start upon a stellar evolutionary course, degenerate or otherwise.
8. Viewed pole-on, aberration will prevent any TEM-wave radiation except that from close to the
pole from reaching the observer, so intensity and redshift will be low, but the object may be
detectable by sub-c proper motions of objects going around it (Centaurus A?).
revised 11/8/2007
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G-E field and the dynamical evolution of galaxies
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Image modified from
Allan Sandage (1961)
The Hubble atlas of
galaxies

NGC 5194/M51 showing oblique rupturing of spiral arms
Rotation is anticlockwise but arms are being pushed outward (unwrapped) by radial push of G-E field,
so are being stretched
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Structural elements and construction of a barred spiral galaxy
(e.g. Type SBb)

Based principally on NGC 1300, 5383, 1097, 5236 and 6951.
Notes
1. Dust lanes A & B on the bar spiral around it and link up with dust lanes (not shown) at the insides
of the spiral arms. This shows that the bar is twisting faster at the middle, where the drive is applied.
2. The angular extent of the arms can vary widely.
3. The bar is always diametral to the bulge and nucleus, and it may extend inwards nearly to the
nucleus.
4. The space inside a notional ring through the ends of the bar may be faintly luminous (as a
continuation of the bulge) but is often devoid of visible structure.
5. Occasionally the ring is not notional but is luminous and the arms leave it at points that do not
coincide with the bar ends.
6. The inset shows how the quasi-polar infall streams can provide a couple to set up rotation with a
bar axis in the galactic plane, but with an orientation not linked to the rotation of the spiral.

